
The Bronze Serpent
Unjumble the letters in the snakes to find the missing words from the passage, then 
find the words in the Wordsearch.

The Israelites travelled through the ______, but they got impatient 
and said to _____ "Why did you bring us out of _____ where there 
was good ____? There's no _____ to drink and we hate this _____ 
!"  God sent _________ ______, which ___ and ______ a lot 
of people.  So the Israelites went to Moses and said "We're _____ .  
Please ask God to take the snakes away.

Moses ______ and God said to him, "Make 
a snake and put it on a ____.  If anyone 
is bitten by a snake they can look at it and 
____."  So Moses made a ______ snake 
just as God had said, and if anyone was 
______, they looked at it and lived.
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Lesson 27

Numbers 21



Some readings for next week:

Sunday Numbers 20 verses 14-16 Think about how Moses felt having a hard time from
Monday  verses 17-18 the king of Edom and then from the people of Israel.
Tuesday  verses 19-20 After this Aaron, his brother, died.  Try to help those
Wednesday  verses 27-29 people who are there to guide you.
Thursday Numbers 21 verses 4-6
Friday  verses 7-9
Saturday John 3 verses 14-16

5 books Moses wrote
Moses probably wrote the first five books 
of the Bible.

Genesis means Beginnings
What beginnings does Genesis tell us about?
Genesis 1 v 1

Exodus means Coming Out
Where were the Israelites coming out from?
Exodus 3 v 10 

Leviticus is about the   ....................... 
that God gave to the Israelites.  Leviticus 27 v 34.  
The men who helped them keep these laws were  

from the tribe of Levi

Numbers says the people were 

numbered or counted.   You have seen for 
yourself in Lesson 5 how they were counted.

Deuteronomy means Second telling
What is Moses telling the Israelites?
Deuteronomy  1 v 19-46

Learn to say the names of these 5 books in order

If you learn the books of the Bible each time it is suggested in these lessons you will 
eventually know them all.

Lesson 27 - Now something harder …

A modern copy of a part of the 
Bible that Moses wrote.  It is 

written in Hebrew. 
The words are written from right 

to left.



To make the bronze serpent you will need the following:

• small stick or garden cane

• cardboard tube 25-30 cm long (from the centre of a kitchen roll or cling film)

• red coloured paper for eyes and tongue

Colour the tube bronze (spray paint or birthday wrapping paper).

Starting at one end made a spiral cut to within 2.5 cm of the other end of the tube.
You can cut along the seam line.

Cut a tongue and eyes from red paper and glue onto the serpent.

Wrap the serpent around the stick, fastening the inside of 
the head to the stick with glue or sellotape.

Make a bronze serpent
Lesson 27 - Craft activity


